Partnerships with
Kristin Repsher Photography
Commercial Photography,
Travel Writing,
and Social Media Services

Contact:
Kristin Repsher - kristin.repsher@gmail.com
http://www.kristinrepsher.com

Why work with me?
I am an internationally award-winning photographer and an enthusiastic adventure
traveller who specialises in providing high quality images of beautiful locations and
unique adventures. From sledding across the frozen Arctic wilds of Finnish Lapland to
traversing mountain passes in New Zealand, I’m always willing to go as far as it takes to
get the best possible photos of a destination.
My social media following is a mix of fellow travellers, people that dream of travelling
to far-flung destinations, and people that just enjoy looking at great landscape photos.
They are a loyal group that is steadily growing, so my regular posts are now seen by
thousands.
My high quality images are perfect for advertising, brochures, print magazines, and
social media. These images can help you to showcase your brand or destination in the
best possible light. I am happy to travel to obtain these images and I can tailor the content I offer to suit your specific needs.
In addition to my images, I am also an active travel blogger that has spent the last three
years showing my readers how to travel the world adventurously. This means that I can
also provide high quality written travel and photography guides, either for publication on
my own blog or on your brand’s website.
To read more about Kristin Repsher Photography and the person behind the brand,
please visit www.kristinrepsher.com/about/.

What content can I offer?
I can offer a variety of services to help advertise your company or destination, either
through social media, online content, or print content. Below is a breakdown of the
various types of content I can offer in a potential partnership. Other content not listed
below, including videos, can be arranged on request.
•

•

•

High-quality destination images
I will provide a number of high-quality and professionally processed images that 		
capture the landscape, architecture, people, and culture of the region. These 		
images can cover anything from candid street photography to long-exposure
night landscapes, and I am happy to discuss what sort of images your
destination requires and tailor my photography to suit.
Blog content
As I also own an adventure travel blog, I can provide well-written blog posts
about what a destination or experience is like. Posts can be in the form of
reviews, anecdotes, photo essays, or photography guides, and all will be
illustrated with my own photos.
Social media promotion
This includes mentions across networks such as Facebook, Instagram, Google+,
and Twitter, and will be done on location (provided there is network access).
These will be done on my accounts, using brand (or destination)-specific 		
hashtags or tags for official pages. Alternatively, we can discuss options such as
‘Instagram takeovers’ where I post directly to your brand’s Instagram for a set 		
period of time.

What partnership opportunities are available?
Do you want to have your brand or destination promoted to a loyal audience? Do you
want to build up brand awareness or backlinks to your website?
Promotion through Kristin Repsher Photography can help to expose your brand to a new
audience, either through the channels listed before or through mentions on images
posted in online portfolios (such as those on popular image sharing sites Flickr and
500px).
•

Would you like me to visit your destination, do an activity, or attend an event? I am
happy to consider requests from any part of the world, no matter how far-flung. In
exchange for complimentary activities, accommodation, or transportation, I can
provide a discount on my standard rates.

•

Do I already have photos you would like to use? I can discuss licensing fees for the
use of these images for marketing or social media purposes.

•

Would you like a product reviewed? In exchange for the product, I can write an
honest review on either my travel or photography blog. In the past, readers have
purchased products for themselves on reading my recommendations.

•

Would you like to hire me for a campaign? I am open to discussing this and any other
opportunities you may have to offer as well as how I can tailor my services to suit.

•

Would you like to have an ongoing partnership? I can discuss availability and how
I could cover multiple destinations or events for your brand. For instance, I could
provide a series of photos from different locations in Europe on my upcoming
summer tour.

Previous Partners
I have partnered with a number of organisations in the past two years, providing high
quality images for commercial use as well as blog and social media publicity. I have
explored the Croatian coastline as an official photographer for Sail Croatia and I have
shot on location in Lapland for Visit Finland.
These partnerships have been highly successful and some have even resulted in me
producing significant other works outside of the project, such as my 130-page, fullyillustrated Guide to Lapland and Northern Norway in Winter eBook that was published in
December 2014.
Many of the images produced from these partnerships are available in my portfolio at
kristinrepsher.smugmug.com and I have included a selection of these above.

Contact Me
Email: kristin.repsher@gmail.com
Skype: k.repsher
Google+: http://plus.google.com/+KristinRepsher/
Instagram: @kristinrepsher
Twitter: @kristinrepsher
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/kristinrepsherphotography/
Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/eideticmemory/
500px: http://www.500px.com/stomps/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/kristinrepsher

